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Draco Sinister Cassandra Clare Pdf
Draco Sinister is the second installment of The Draco Trilogy by Cassandra Claire. Since it was written
before Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix and set after it, it is now an alternate universe fic. It
was very influential in the early days of the fandom, but became controversial when it was found that
parts of it were plagiarized.
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It follows Draco Dormiens and was followed by Draco Veritas.
Why did I do this to myself.
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Draco Sinister Ñ‡Ð¸Ñ‚Ð°Ñ‚ÑŒ Ð¾Ð½Ð»Ð°Ð¹Ð½
It took me FOREVER to read it, because it's sooooooooooo long.
It's a fast read but it seriously takes forever. Somewhere in the middle I got bored and stopped reading
it for few monts, but when I picked it up again I've finished it in two days.
Still, I liked the first part better, tbh. We'll see what the third part has in store.
Ok. The review.
As the title states it's all about Draco (even if it has other POVs). And what a boy it is, Draco.
Let's be honest it's about Draco we all lust for ever sin

It took me FOREVER to read it, because it's

sooooooooooo long.
It's a fast read but it seriously takes forever. Somewhere in the middle I got bored and stopped reading
it for few monts, but when I picked it up again I've finished it in two days.
Still, I liked the first part better, tbh. We'll see what the third part has in store.
Ok. The review.
As the title states it's all about Draco (even if it has other POVs). And what a boy it is, Draco.
Let's be honest it's about Draco we all lust for ever since Tom Felton hit puberty.

We all want to see him as this poor rich boy, a misunderstood lonely boy who's cold and cruel but deep
inside he craves loves and affection.
When if fact, he's an asshole.
There is nothing, NOTHING in the books that would suggest that Draco is what we, crazy fangirls, trust
him to be. We just lust for Tom Felton and his unsettling blue eyes that are to die for.

Oh, is it just me or did it became suddenly hot in the room?
Ok, breathe Eeva, breathe.
Back to the story.
The plot is decent (even if it drags on and on) and I was pleasantly surprised to see how good the
writing it is (even if not the best).
The characters had a good, developed backstory. It was really cool to see that Ron had his own thing to
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be special in, to see the Harry/Hermione relationship (even if I'm not a fan of this ship).
I liked Draco very much, he's snarky and super funny. Reading The Mortal Instruments and The Infernal
Devices you'll know at once who was the "prototype" for Jace and Will. Same style of humour and
bahaviour.
I know it's just a fanfic, but it was really nice to dive into HP world again. World where Sirius lives and
makes good life for himself, where Fred lives.

Harry is pretty cool in here, but he's no Harry from the books, mind you!
His much more short-tempered and much more sassy (yes, yes, I know, book-Harry have plenty of sass).
If you're one of those people who thinks Draco is not, in fact, an asshole, but scared, tormented boy,
who knows no love, who hides his inner pain under snide remarks and cold sarcasm, then this fanfic is
definitely for you.
Hey, I think so too, so no judgement here!
...more
Second installment in the Draco trilogy by Cassandra Claire. The character work follows the same
pattern as in the first book, so if you enjoyed that aspect you will be pleased. Unfortunately, this one is
not tightly-plotted as the first. It's just too long and wordy for the story it tells, and it really needed a lot
of editing and trimming down. There is still an enjoyable story and enjoyable character interaction here,
but there is the risk that you may be bored before finishing.
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Draco Sinister Chomikuj
This fanfic was really long, wasn't expecting it to be this long. So at times I did get bored. There was a lot
happening and the character points of view kept changing so I was quite confused a lot of the time.
But I loved Draco, and felt sorry for him as well. I think he reminded me of Damon Salvatore as well,
whom I also love!
I was also a little surpised with how this ended. Hopefully the final one holds something good for Draco,
he deserves to get some happiness.
I must admit that I am not a big fan of they way CC has written most of these characters. They seem
quite OOC to me. To be fair, Draco and Ginny were both pretty minor characters at the time this was
written, so any fanfic author pretty much had a clean slate with that. But I hate hate HATE the way she
writes Hermione. My lovely, badass, know it all Hermione is a whiny jealous bitch. It's not super obvious,
but it's there. She loves both Draco and Harry, but chooses Harry. Yet anytime anyone mak
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admit that I am not a big fan of they way CC has written most of these characters. They seem quite OOC
to me. To be fair, Draco and Ginny were both pretty minor characters at the time this was written, so
any fanfic author pretty much had a clean slate with that. But I hate hate HATE the way she writes
Hermione. My lovely, badass, know it all Hermione is a whiny jealous bitch. It's not super obvious, but
it's there. She loves both Draco and Harry, but chooses Harry. Yet anytime anyone makes a move on
Draco, she gets pretty jealous. This I could somewhat forgive, but she does this even when Ron flirts
with other girls. She is super self-centered and thinks everything is about her and is always yelling at her
friends that "not everything is about them!" *eyeroll*
I think because I am not a fan of the way her characters are written, I am not much of a fan of the
romantic relationships in this story. I dislike Harry/Hermione to begin with, I think I could have enjoyed
their relationship if 1) Hermione wasn't so dislikable and 2) it wasn't so freaking melodramatic. Like I live
for angsty love in fanfics, but I want it to be in-the-moment love, not
we-are-predistined-to-be-together-let-me-mention-that-at-every-moment love. I dislike the hints at
Draco/Hermione in this story, even though Dramione is my be all end all OTP. Party because again, I
dislike Hermione here, but partly because it is missing the quintessntial ingredient for any good
Dramione story: initial mutual dislike. Draco/Ginny is the other burgeoning relationshp in the story and
though Draco Sinister is the first D/G story I ever read and it lead to many years of being a D/G shipper,
this story again lacks the Romeo and Juliet-esque "my family will kill me if they find out" aspect, as both
Narcissa and the entire Weasley clan approve. Additionally, Ginny just decides she likes Draco all of a
sudden and starts pursuing him and is like "I know you. I love you." and it's all very melodramatic. Note:
a crush, however strong, is not love. In general, all the relationship stuff is very dry and I can't really
connect to it.
Why, then, did I give this story 4 stars? Because the plot is AWESOME. Really, it really pulls on the
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mythology of the wizarding world and combines it with other mythology and has lots of fun twists
balance with some fun banter (a lot of it borrowed, but some of it original). Rarely is it that I read fic for
the plot (heh) but thi is an exception.
I also complained about some of the chracterization and relationships but I must say that I like Harry
and Draco's tolerance turned friendship turned bromance (soon to turn quite homoerotic in the next
installment).
So...if you're looking for a fun story set in the HP world, this is your ticket. And don't worry too much
about my character complaints. They aren't distracting to the story and many people don't have a
problem with it.
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Draco Sinister Online
This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers. To view it,

click here.

Hmmm... It was actually a very interesting read. It isn't that badly written, but in my honest
opinion, the characters don't fit the personalities of Harry Potter that well.
I read it as just another character which had somewhat relations to the Harry Potter universe, and it
made HarryxHermione so much more palatable for me and all the odd little quirks that didn't quite fit
the characters. Don't roast me but I can't stomach HarryxHermione, its very unusual. I loved the original
sister-brother p

Hmmm... It was actually a very interesting read. It isn't that badly written, but in my

honest opinion, the characters don't fit the personalities of Harry Potter that well.
I read it as just another character which had somewhat relations to the Harry Potter universe, and it
made HarryxHermione so much more palatable for me and all the odd little quirks that didn't quite fit
the characters. Don't roast me but I can't stomach HarryxHermione, its very unusual. I loved the original
sister-brother platonic best friend relationship that JK Rowling portrayed, but Clare has just... I don't like
it for no reason part from I personally just don't like it. Pretending they are just random characters
helped make it more palatable.
I must say I started the Draco Trilogy, because of pure curiosity and Dramione. However even if it didn't
work out - I can deal with GinnyxDraco. I even ship it. She portrays the relationship rather well.
The plot overall is not bad. I enjoyed the whole going back in time to fetch army and stuff. Ben was
rather interesting, and Clare could have expanded on Ron being a Diviner a bit more, he was kind of
discarded. The whole development of Draco's character wasn't that badly portrayed. Harry and Draco's
brotherly friendship thing isn't that bad either, I like the whole "I platonically love and would die without
you, but you still annoy the crap out of me" vibe. I would write more, but i'm lazy. Let's just say if you
come in expecting full of HP parallel and it slots in perfectly with the universe and everyone's in
character. Please don't.
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Draco Sinister has always been the least favourite of the Trilogy, but for some reason this time around I
appreciated it a lot more. I really understood the darkness that Draco goes though and it really helped
me. When he finds his happy memory at the end... I cried.
I guess this book is my least favourite because I've always hated all the drama surrounding Hermione.
Honestly, that was very frustrating this time, too, and I still hate it all. I'm not at all excited for the drama
that awaits me in

Draco Sinister has always been the least favourite of the Trilogy, but for some

reason this time around I appreciated it a lot more. I really understood the darkness that Draco goes
though and it really helped me. When he finds his happy memory at the end... I cried.
I guess this book is my least favourite because I've always hated all the drama surrounding Hermione.
Honestly, that was very frustrating this time, too, and I still hate it all. I'm not at all excited for the drama
that awaits me in book 3 with her as well. But I guess I will endure for the more funner drama that is
Tom &lt;3. As always, I love the portrayal of Ginny, and I very much appreciate how Harry is shown as to
actually have issues from how he grew up and having lost his parents. Of course, the most important of
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all the character portrayals is Draco: especially after joining the Drarry fandom, it's really nice to see him
portrayed as closer to the book, but also with his own light side. I've always liked the Draco of the Draco
Trilogy.
Reading this again was lovely. Excluding the Hermione drama, the growth that Harry and Draco go
through is incredible and just... amazingly done. The Buffy and Angel quotes are amazing and I'm so
happy I watched Buffy so that I catch more of the references. This book... This series is home, and I'm so
happy to be back home.
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This is more like a 2.5 stars.
Holy mother of J.K. Rowling! I thought I would never finish this fic.
As you may know, it is a very long one, and at first I was like "ok, I love long stories" but this consisted of
a really big bunch of unnecessary descriptions and too many sarcasm lines, REALLY! This fic could've
been simplified to 300 pages, even 400, that's the main reason of why it took me so long, I even had to
skip some parts, which was awful because the plot (excluding the way how the ships
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a 2.5 stars.
Holy mother of J.K. Rowling! I thought I would never finish this fic.
As you may know, it is a very long one, and at first I was like "ok, I love long stories" but this consisted of
a really big bunch of unnecessary descriptions and too many sarcasm lines, REALLY! This fic could've
been simplified to 300 pages, even 400, that's the main reason of why it took me so long, I even had to
skip some parts, which was awful because the plot (excluding the way how the ships Harry/Hermione,
Draco/Ginny are written, and that Draco knew a lot of muggle stuff) is good.
This part of the story shows us how Jace and Clary, from The Mortal Instruments, were born, as well as
some of the details, like the parallels with demons and Latin stuff, I guess this may continue for the next
installment. So, if you are a fan of TMI's books you'll have fun in some parts.
Oh, and this confirms that Cassandra Clare has a serious relationship of love/hate with ducks.
...more
I would actually like to give this 3.5 stars.
For a book she didn't make any money from, I must really commend Claire.
The story was long, too long for what I want fanfic to be, but, hey, at least it kept me occupied.
I read Mortal Instruments and Infernal Devices first so Draco was rather very predictable; it had become
quickly obvious that Clark modelled Jace and Will on her Draco.
Whatever.
I liked knowing Ron Weasley in a better light and he was easily my favourite character in the whole boo
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quickly obvious that Clark modelled Jace and Will on her Draco.
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book. (in the canon Harry Potter world, I still can't choose between Hermione, Lupin, Dumbledore or
Severus)
Harry was...Potter. Nothing really new to him.
Hermione here was such a...teenager. Ugh.
Ginny was...eh.
But, I still liked the story. A bit long, but the comedy was nice. The edition I read had bits after each
chapter where parts that were lifted from other stories were listed that. It was fun to look forward to
the end of each chapter for that.
A lot of people hate Clare for the way she made her money. Whatever.
Well done, Clare.
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Upon reading this again I realise why I liked it so much the first time I read it. Maybe it is inevitable of
fanfics, but this is a story of relationships. Don't get me wrong, the plot is fine, but it seems to be
nothing much more than a platform for Clare to flesh out the relationships between characters and for
characters to discover themselves. This was a long fic, and it was easy to get lost in the world. I recall
veritas being even longer, so I'm going to pause a little while before startin
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realise why I liked it so much the first time I read it. Maybe it is inevitable of fanfics, but this is a story of
relationships. Don't get me wrong, the plot is fine, but it seems to be nothing much more than a
platform for Clare to flesh out the relationships between characters and for characters to discover
themselves. This was a long fic, and it was easy to get lost in the world. I recall veritas being even longer,
so I'm going to pause a little while before starting on veritas.

...more

This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers. To view it,

click here.

Quite interesting, and very well written. Some of the plot wasn't logical - like Arthur Weasley
being made Minister of Magic, the Weasleys being Hufflepuff heirs - and Draco's character here is VERY
unlike the Draco Rowling built; nevertheless, the story was good, and definitely worth the time spent on
it. While it's a little sad that many parts of the story are plagiarised from other fantasy books, that
knowledge does not, at least for me, affect the enjoyment of Draco Sinister.
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I got most of the way through and then I realized I just didn't care anymore. The first installment was so
compelling. It was a quick and easy read. But this one was dense and difficult and I couldn't help
comparing it to the original books.
To be honest, I did not read the whole thing as it was very long, but I appreciate the effort, some parts
of the book are very, very funny, others quite epic :-)
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I love Draco's character in every possible way!
I actually read this trilogy while it was online, before Cassandra Claire became published. It was
awesome fun. I will have to read it again.
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